Government Reloaded
Governments collaborating on new tech policies globally

Positive Governmental Advances
Another interesting shift is unfolding: For
the first time in modern society
governments are more advanced that
the industry. Many developed countries
have a more modern government
organization than their industry
counterparts. Governments using
equally powerful research tools and gain
insights in technological, social or
economic development than ever
before.
Critical shifts in unknown waters
As a result, those governments now tent
to take action and try to push the
industry to make steps in directions they
bare want to make. This leads to rather
critical decisions or regulations that pose
a serious threat to the entire economy of
a country. We see that in the diesel affair
in Germany and even more dangerous
the security and privacy regulations all
over Europe.

Significant governmental
shifts and changes ahead
In the past years we experienced the
challenge of governments for instance
to put an AI strategy together and
compare notes with their peers in other
countries. A global mega shift like AI can
no longer be managed in isolation. in
our emerging Innovations Age, we will
quickly see more and more very
different but similar challenges,
demanding at least partly global
solutions.
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OBJECTIVE

The ever more substantial developments
like Artificial Intelligence, autonomous
Machines, Smart Material, Human Body
Augmentation, represent huge
challenges for governments to develop
policies that protects its population but
at the same time does not block the
necessary progress of its country.

Government representatives of all
participating countries maintain a
relationship with each other, in particular
on new and upcoming technology
development so that new policies for
one country can benefit from policies of
another country already during its
development.

Member Collaboration Projects
Team Collaboration
Creating Policies that are
aware of the international
implications of such
policy

Initially we are assembling a team of
stakeholder to formulate the necessary
actions to facilitate the exchange
between government representatives.
As we progress, we will involve the
necessary resources from all stakeholder
to collaborate instead of building
political fronts.

Political Influence
Development

Global Tech Policy Council

As we are calling governments to create
meaningful rules and regulations to
collaborate and advance within a given
society, We need to create awareness in
said society to help the governments in
a respective way to understand the level
of protection needed and the level of
freedom necessary to advance.

Organizing a global tech policy council
to get all relevant stakeholder together
for very fast exchange and individual
execution. We are not even trying to
initiate globally homogeneous policies –
but at least a valuable enough
exchange to ensure policies that are not
orthogonal to each other.
Making agreements with the selected
organizations to start right away.
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SUMMARY
MEMBER LEADERSHIP & SUPPORT
1) Coordinating the entire initiative.
2) Assembling a team of best suited team members to drive the initiative.
3) Helping identifying key contacts within government, that are responsible for the
topics we are addressing and are interested in collaborating with us and their
peers who maybe members of the World Innovations Forum.
4) Finding new ways to identify not addressed threats, overprotective actions
potential sources of misleading information.
5) Helping spread the word for the initiative.
6) Making governments aware of the initiative and helping them understand how it
can benefit the respective country.
7) Organizing events to meet and structure the best way to collaborate in the
individual countries.
8) Creating additional programs and ideas that work towards the initiative
objectives.

The World Innovations Forum is a facilitator of this initiative but neither
making special recommendations regarding the co-working space nor
is involved in any transactions or getting any commissions from
participating partners.

Join the initiative
https://wiforum.org/initiatives/#one-space---one-world
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